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Growth and mutual interference of protein seeds
under reduced gravity conditions
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~Received 5 August 2002; accepted 15 January 2003; published 4 March 2003!

This analysis deals with new models and computational methods as well as with novel results on the
relative importance of ‘‘controlling forces’’ in macromolecular crystal growth. The attention is
focused in particular on microgravity fluid-dynamic aspects and on the case of the simultaneous
growth of different seeds. A ‘‘kinetic-coefficient-based’’ volume of fraction method is specifically
and carefully developed according to the complex properties and mechanisms of macromolecular
protein crystal growth. It is shown that the size and the shape of the growing crystals play a ‘‘critical
role’’ in the relative importance of surface effects and in determining the intensity of convection.
Convective effects, in turn, are found to impact growth rates, macroscopic structures of precipitates,
particle size and morphology as well as the mechanisms driving growth. The face growth rates in
particular depend on the complex multicellular structure of the convective field and on associated
‘‘pluming phenomena.’’ The relative importance of mass transport in liquid phase and surface
attachment kinetics is investigated. The simulations show that it does not behave as a ‘‘fixed’’
parameter and that different crystallization conditions may occur in the protein chamber due to
mutual interference of the growing seeds, complex convective effects and the ‘‘finite size’’ of the
reactor. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1557916#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Macromolecules are extremely complex physica
chemical systems whose properties vary as a function
many environmental influences.1 Several studies have show
that the crystallization process is sensitive to a very la
amount of parameters: e.g., temperature, supersaturation
fect formation, shear forces, etc. The problem is very co
plex and far to be well understood. An exhaustive review
the previous fundamental protein crystal growth and m
phology experimental studies has been given in Monaco
Rosenberger2 and Coriell, Chernov, Murray, and McFadden3

With regard the rate of growth of protein crystals, it
well known that there are two important effects to consid
the transport of molecules to the face of a growing nucleu
crystal, and the frequency with which the molecules ori
and attach themselves to the growing surface~i.e., crystal
growth rates can be considered in terms of mass transpo
liquid phase and attachment kinetics!. However the results
provided by the different investigators do not agree about
relative importance of these two effects. The presence
distinct boundary layer about the crystals supports the ide
competitive transport and attachment kinetics in limiting t
crystal growth rate. However, the interplay between th
effects is still unknown even if the case of mass transpor
liquid phase simply governed by diffusion is considered. F
ther complication occurs if convective transport in liqu
phase is taken into account. About this topic some interes
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information has been provided by recent experiments
space.

Crystallization experiments carried out in microgravi
conditions, in fact, have yielded protein crystals that resul
in diffraction data of significantly higher resolution than th
best crystals of these proteins grown on Earth. Since an
vious difference between the space and Earth based ex
ments is the magnitude of the buoyancy forces in the so
tion, the role of solutal convection in protein crystal grow
has been proved to be very important.

Superimposed on this is the poor state of our curr
understanding of the effect of the mutual interference am
growing seeds. It is expected that mutual interference
affect the local growth rates as well as the mechanisms d
ing growth. Under pure diffusive regime, the depletion zon
associated to the different growing seeds may intersect
overlap leading to competition for growth; under convecti
conditions the behavior may be very complex.

An excellent effort to the understanding of the intera
tion between organic crystal growth and convection has b
given by Lin, Rosenberger, Alexander, and Nadarajah.4 In
their numerical simulations the protein concentration at
crystal interface was computed using a kinetic-coefficie
based surface condition. However, they investigated
depletion zone and the growth rate of a single seed.
increase of mass~size! of the growing crystal due to protein
depletion in the liquid phase was not taken into acco
~fixed size model!. According to different experimental stud
ies ~see, e.g., Pusey, Snyder, and Naumann5!, on the other
hand, it seems that the increasing size of a growing cry
plays a ‘‘critical role’’ in the phenomena under investigatio

ia
:

6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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and in particular in determining the relative importance
surface attachment kinetics and mass transport in liq
phase under diffusive or convective conditions.

From a numerical point of view, strictly speaking, th
growing crystal gives rise to a moving boundary proble
Moving boundary problems are still a challenging task
computational fluid-dynamics, have instigated much
search, and have led to many different solutions.6–12

Volume of fluid methods~VOF! and level-set method
have became popular in the last years. In particular, t
have been used for the simulation of typical problems as
ciated to gas–liquid or liquid–liquid systems where the
terfacial surface tension plays a ‘‘critical role.’’ On the oth
hand, the ‘‘enthalpy method’’ has been successfully app
to the case of thermal phase change problems characte
by the presence of moving solid–melt interfaces associa
to the heating or the cooling of the system under investi
tion. However, a complete numerical method aimed at
~‘‘moving boundary’’! simulation of the growth or dissolu
tion of organic crystals by solubility modulation is still mis
ing.

A very interesting and pioneer study related to the int
play between crystal growth and convection and to the a
ciate moving boundary problem has been carried out rece
by Noh, Koh, and Kang.13 They investigated the growth be
haviors of a single precipitate particle in a supersatura
solution under the effect of ‘‘a priori’’ ~well-defined! im-
posed ‘‘ambient’’ flows. The Stokes flow approximation w
assumed to simplify the model. Numerical solutions we
obtained through numerically generated orthogonal curvi
ear co-ordinate system, automatically adjusted to fit
boundary shape at any instant.

Aim of the present paper is~1! to introduce a novel and
robust numerical method to handle the complex phenom
related to the growth or resolution of organic crystals acco
ing to the protein concentration and solubility distribution
the feeding solution, taking into account the size variati
the morphology of the crystal as well as the possibility of t
simultaneous growth of different seeds;~2! to shed some
light on the complex interplay and relative importance of t
surface attachment kinetics and the mass transport in liq
phase;~3! to investigate the role of convection in these b
haviors.

The present contribution appears as the first attemp
analyze in detail these behaviors.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL
METHOD

A. The OCGVOF method: General properties

This section describes the properties of the sophistica
numerical algorithm proposed here for the case of crysta
zation of organic substances due to solubility modulat
~OCGVOF–organic crystal growth volume of fractio
method!. The OCGVOF method, which, similarly to VOF
and enthalpy methods, is a single region formulation, allo
a fixed-grid solution to be undertaken and is, therefore, a
f
id
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to utilize standard solution procedures for the fluid flow a
species equations directly, without resorting to mathemat
manipulations and transformations.

This method accounts for the solid mass stored in
generic computational cell by assigning an appropriate va
of f ~phase field variable! to each mesh point~f51 crystal,
f50 feeding solution and 0,f,1 for an interfacial cell!.
The key element for the OCGVOF method is its techniq
for adjourningf. Upon changing phase, thef-value of the
cell is adjusted to account for mass release or absorption,
adjustment being reflected in the protein concentration
tribution as either a source or sink. The modeling of the
phenomena leads to the introduction of a group of differ
tial equations, strictly related, from a mathematical point
view, to the ‘‘kinetic conditions’’ used to model mass transf
at the crystal surface. Surface attachment kinetics at the c
tal surface depend on the local value of solubility and on
coefficientl ~kinetic coefficient! whose value may be differ
ent according to the local orientation of the crystal surfa
~surface-orientation-dependent growth; this situation occ
for crystalline proteins which have high anisotropy, i.e., p
ferred orientations in either their surface energy or atom
attachment kinetics!; using mass balance~see, e.g.,
Rosenberger14!, and assuming a linear dependence of
growth rate by the interface supersaturation~see, e.g., Lin
et al.4!, one obtains

S D

rP2rCCi /rS
D ]C

]n U
i

5l~ n̂!S Ci2S

S
2dOD , ~1!

where Ci is the concentration of the protein at the crys
surface,D is the related diffusion coefficient,S is the solu-
bility ~its value is function of the local concentration of th
precipitant agent and/or of temperature!, rP and rC are the
protein mass density and the total mass density in the cry
rS is the total density of the solution,dO is the width of the
supersaturation range in which no growth occurs,l(n̂) is the
kinetic coefficient andn̂ is the unit vector perpendicular t
the crystal surface pointing into the liquid. The parameterdO

takes into account the so-called ‘‘dead zone,’’ that accord
to many investigators, in the case of organic substance
due to the absorption of impurities that lead to strong re
dation of the growth kinetics.

Whenever protein in solute phase and solid crystal co
ist in equilibrium ~saturation condition!

Ci5S. ~2!

In a saturated solution, two states exist in equilibrium,
solid phase, and one consisting of molecules free in solut
At saturation, no net increase in the proportion of solid ph
can accrue since it would be counterbalanced by an equ
lent dissolution. Thus ‘‘crystals do not grow from a saturat
solution.’’ The system must be in a nonequilibrium, or sup
saturated state to provide the thermodynamic driving fo
for crystallization~McPherson1!.

Solution must by some means be transformed or brou
into the supersaturation state whereby its return to equ
rium, forces exclusion of solute molecules into the so
state, the crystal. As long asCi,S, more solid material will
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dissolve if any. If, on the other hand,Ci.S, material will
condense on any materialalready existingand augment its
size ~the solution is said to besupersaturatedwhen the sol-
ute content is greater thanS, and the degree of supersatur
tion s is defined bys5C/S). The ‘‘growth regime’’ may be
very complex and nonlinear~see, e.g., Vekilovet al.15!. Its
features depend on several parameters and in particular
function of the ratio between surface-attachment kine
@modeled by Eq.~1!# and mass transport in liquid phase~dif-
fusive or convective!.

B. Governing field equations

The model is based on the mass balance equati
Therefore, in absence of convection, the diffusion of prot
is governed by the equation

]C

]t
5~12f!¹2C. ~3a!

The diffusion of the precipitant agent is governed by t
equation~it is assumed that precipitant does not precipitate
solid phase!

]Csalt

]t
5

Dsalt

D
~12f!¹2Csalt. ~3b!

The nondimensional form of the equations results from s
ing the lengths by a reference distance~L!, the time by
L2/D; the initial value of protein and precipitant agent~salt!
are C(o) and Csalt(o) respectively. Note that concentration
are not posed in nondimensional form (g cm23).

In presence of convection, the flow is governed by
continuity, Navier–Stokes and species equations, that in n
dimensional conservative form read

¹I •VI 50, ~4!

]VI

]t
52¹I p2¹I •@VI VI #1Sc¹2VI 1Sc RaS C

C(o)
21D i gI

1
Dsalt

D
Sc RasaltS Csalt

Csalt(o)
21D i gI2Sc

1

h
VI , ~5!

where n is the kinematic viscosity, Sc5y/D, Ra
5gbprotC(o)L

3/nD and Rasalt5gbsaltCsalt(o)L
3/nDsalt ~the

Boussinesq approximation is used to model the buoya
forces,bprot and bsalt are the solutal expansion coefficien
related to organic substance and salt, respectively!

]C

]t
5~12f!@2¹I •~VI C!1¹2C#, ~6!

]Csalt

]t
5~12f!F2¹I •~VI Csalt!1

Dsalt

D
¹2CsaltG , ~7!

whereV andp are the nondimensional velocity and pressu
The reference velocity and pressure areD/L and rSD2/L2

respectively. Note that in case solubility modulation is
duced by temperature control, Eq.~7! must be replaced by
the energy equation.

Assumptions invoked in the development of equatio
for this continuum model include: laminar flow, Newtonia
is
s

s.
n

n

l-

e
n-

y

.

-

s

behavior of the phases~this implies that solids should b
treated as highly viscous fluids!, constant phase densitie
~and Boussinesq approximation!.

Moreover the solid phase~crystal! is assumed to be non
deforming and free of internal stress, while the multipha
region ~region where phase change occurs! is viewed as a
porous solid characterized by an isotropic permeabilityh by
analogy with the enthalpy methods~see, e.g., Volleret al.,9

Bennon and Incropera10 and Brentet al.11!.
The species equations~6! and ~7! are solved throughou

the computational domain including both the solid and liqu
phases. The presence of the term~12f! ensures in fact tha
the solid phase is impermeable to protein and precipitan
solute phase.

An important problem with fixed-grid solution proce
dures, is accommodating the zero velocity condition, wh
is required as a liquid region turns to solid. Various metho
can be used in principle to ‘‘switch off’’ velocities in com
putational cells that are becoming solid~or ‘‘switch on’’ ve-
locities in the reverse case!. Here the ‘‘porosity approach’’ is
used. It requires that computational cells that are undergo
a phase change are modeled as a pseudo-porous media
the porosityh being a function off ranging between 0~fully
liquid cell! and 1 ~fully solid cell!. For the present case o
macromolecular organic crystal growth, this assumption
based directly on the fact that solid formation occurs a
‘‘permeable’’ crystalline matrix which coexists with the liq
uid phase. The term2Sc /h in Eq. ~5! is the Darcy term
added to the momentum equation to eliminate convection
the solid phase. In the present analysis permeability is
sumed to vary according to the Carman–Kozeny equa
~Bennon and Incropera10 and Brentet al.11!

h5
~12f!3

f2
. ~8!

In the pure solid~f51! and pure liquid~f50!, Eq. ~8! re-
duces to the appropriate limits, namelyh50 and h5`,
respectively. In practice the effect ofh is as follows: In full
liquid elements 1/h is zero and has no influence; in elemen
that are changing phase, the value ofh will dominate over
the transient, convective and diffusive components of
momentum equation, thereby forcing them to imita
Carman–Kozeny law; in totally solid elements, the fin
large value of 1/h will swamp out all terms in the governing
equations and force any velocity predictions effectively
zero.

Since the momentum equation is valid throughout
entire domain, explicit consideration need not be given
boundaries between solid, multiphase, and liquid regions

C. Phase field equation

On the surface of the crystal (u¹I fuÞ0,0,f,1), pro-
tein concentration must satisfy the kinetic condition that
nondimensional form reads

S 1

rP2rCCi /rS
D ]C

]n U
i

5l̃~ n̂I !~sI i212dO!, ~9!
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where l̃5lL/D, S is function of the local precipitant con
centration and

n̂52
¹I f

u¹I fu
5~a,b!, ~10!

a52
]f

]x YAS ]f

]x D 2

1S ]f

]y D 2

, ~11a!

b52
]f

]y YAS ]f

]x D 2

1S ]f

]y D 2

, ~11b!

since ]C/]n5a(]C/]x)1b(]C/]y), ~hereafter the sub
script i is omitted! Eq. ~9! can be written as

a
]C

]x
1b

]C

]y
5l̃~a,b!~rP2rCC/rS!~C/S212dO!,

~12!

l̃(rP2rCC/rS)(C/S212dO) represents the mass e
change flux between solid and liquid phase~i.e., crystal and
protein solution!. The mass stored in computational cells th
are undergoing phase change can be computed accordi
the equation

]M

]t
5

l~a,b!L4

D
~rP2rCC/rS!~C/S212dO!ds, ~13!

whereds is the ‘‘reconstructed’’ portion of the crystal surfac
~by definition perpendicular to the interface normal vectorn̂)
‘‘bounded’’ by the frontier of the control volume~computa-
tional cell! located astride the crystal surface.

The nondimensional volume of the crystal mass store
a grid cell can be computed as (rP is the protein mass den
sity in the crystal!

dvustored5
1

L3

M

rP
, ~14!

correspondingly

f5
dvustored

dv
, ~15!

wheredv is the volume of the computational cell.
Therefore, the phase field equation reads

]f

]t
50, if u¹I fu50,

]f

]t
5

l̃~a,b!~rP2rCC/rS!~C/S212dO!ds

rPdv
,

if u¹I fuÞ0, 0,f,1, ~16!

with C satisfying Eq.~12!.
From mass balance the solution for the normal veloc

at the interface is

VI •n̂I5~rC /rS!u* , if u¹I fuÞ0, 0,f,1, ~17a!
t
to

in

y

where rS ~total density of the solution! is computed as
rS5rH2O(11bprotC(o)1bsaltCsalt(o)) and the nondimen-
sional growth rate~see, e.g., Puseyet al.5! is computed
as

u* 5S 1

rP2rCC/rS
D ]C

]n
5l̃~ n̂I !~s212dO!, ~17b!

with C satisfying Eq.~12!.
Equations ~12!, ~16!, and ~17! behave as ‘‘moving

boundary conditions,’’ their solution being strictly associat
to the computational check on the value off and its gradi-
ent. Note that, typically, for organic crystal growth, the no
mal velocity at the interface is very small with respect
buoyancy induced velocities even if the gravity accelerat
is reduced of several orders of magnitude in space, and
this reason it could be neglected.

D. Discretization

Equations~4!–~7! subjected to the initial and boundar
conditions are solved numerically in primitive variables by
control volume method. The domain is discretized with
uniform mesh and the flow field variables defined over
staggered grid. Forward differences in time and upw
schemes in space~second-order accurate! are used to dis-
cretize the partial differential equations, obtaining~n super-
script indicates time step!

VI n115VI n1DtF2¹I •~VI VI !1Sc¹2VI 1Sc RaS C

C(o)
21D i gI

1
Dsalt

D
Sc RasaltS Csalt

Csalt(o)
21D i gI Gn

2
Sc

h
VI n112Dt¹I pn, ~18!

Cn115Cn1Dt~12fn!@2¹I •@VI C#1¹2C#n, ~19!

Csalt
n115Csalt

n 1Dt~12fn!F2¹I •@VI Csalt#

1
Dsalt

D
¹2CsaltGn

. ~20!

The orientation of the surface of the crystal is used in de
mining the face fluxes for the computation ofC at the crystal
surface@Eq. ~12!#. The interface orientation depends on t
direction of the volume fraction gradient of the phase with
the cell, and that of the neighbor cell~or cells! sharing the
face in question.

The unit vector n̂I results from the gradient o
a smoothed phase fieldf& , where the transition from
one phase to the other takes place continuously over sev
cells ~4 or 5!. The smoothed phase fieldf& is obtained by
convolution of the unsmoothed fieldf with an interpolation
function.

Depending on the interface’s orientation, concentrat
gradients are discretized by forward or backward schem
For this reason Eq.~12! in discretized form reads
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a.0,b.0: Ci , j
n115

@ l̃~11dO!~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!1aCi 11,j

n11 /Dx1bCi , j 11
n11 /Dy#

@ l̃~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!/S1a/Dx1b/Dy#

, ~21a!

a,0,b.0: Ci , j
n115

@ l̃~11dO!~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!2aCi 21,j

n11 /Dx1bCi , j 11
n11 /Dy#

@ l̃~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!/S2a/Dx1b/Dy#

, ~21b!

a.0,b,0: Ci , j
n115

@ l̃~11dO!~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!1aCi 11,j

n11 /Dx2bCi , j 21
n11 /Dy#

@ l̃~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!/S1a/Dx2b/Dy#

, ~21c!

a,0,b,0: Ci , j
n115

@ l̃~11dO!~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!2aCi 21,j

n11 /Dx2bCi , j 21
n11 /Dy#

@ l̃~rP2rCCi , j
n11/rS!/S2a/Dx2b/Dy#

, ~21d!
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Ci , j
n11 is computed from Eq.~21! iterating up to reach con

vergence, then the phase variable is updated using Eq.~16!

f i , j
n115f i , j

n 1Dt
l̃~rP2rCCi , j

n11/rS!~Ci , j
n11/S212dO!Ds

rPDxDy
.

~22!

According to Eqs.~21! and~22!, if the protein concentration
is locally depleted, correspondingly, the solid mass store
the computational cell grows and the phase variable is
creased; on the other hand if mass stored in the cell begin
redissolve, protein is released in solute phase and the l
value of protein concentration is increased. These phen
ena are driven by the attachment kinetic condition, i.e.,
existing deposit grows if protein concentration is larger th
Sand the mass exchange is proportional to the local valu
the orientation-dependent kinetic coefficient; in the oppo
situation, i.e., in case protein concentration becomes sm
than S, deposit begins to redissolve. The solubility is fun
tion of the precipitant agent~salt! concentration and for this
reason the phenomena are mainly governed by the distr
tion of this agent@i.e., by Eq.~20!, or by temperature in cas
solubility modulation is induced by thermal control#.

Note that the present model is two dimensional. Tw
dimensional computations do not allow to capture morp
logical and/or fluid-dynamic instabilities dealing with th
third dimension~z!. Note that the numerical simulations o
these aspects would require ‘‘massively’’ parallel supercal
lus. However two-dimensional simulations can provide u
ful information about the dynamics of the phenomena un
investigation if the dimension of the reactor alongz is of the
same order of the size of the crystals and if the residug
leading to the onset of convection does not have compon
in the z direction.

In Eq. ~22! Ds is the ‘‘reconstructed’’ portion of the solid
wall. The determination ofDs requires a well defined
‘‘interface-reconstruction’’ technique~the shape of the crysta
for a fixed time is not known a priori and must be determin
as part of the solution, see, e.g., the nonconnecting stra
lines technique of Gueyffieret al.8!.

The implementation of the MAC method for the solutio
of Eq. ~18! is not described here for the sake of brevity~for
further details see, e.g., Montiet al.16!. Parallel supercalculus
is used due to the enormous time required for the comp
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tions ~although the model is two dimensional!. The problem
is split in two problems, one parabolic and the other ellipt
A parallel algorithm, explicit in time, is utilized to solve th
parabolic equations~momentum and species equations!. A
parallel multisplitting kernel is introduced for the solution
the pseudo-pressure elliptic equation, representing the m
time-consuming part of the algorithm. A grid-partition stra
egy is used in the parallel implementations of both the pa
bolic equations and the multisplitting elliptic kernel. A me
sage passing interface~MPI! is coded for interprocesso
communications. For further details see, e.g., Lappa17 and
Lappa and Savino.18 The code has been validated throu
comparison with the numerical results of Linet al.4 The re-
sults show good agreement. The maximum velocity and
corner growth rate att518 000 s are 8.131024 cm s21 and
41 Å s21 in good agreement with the values obtained by L
et al.4 (8.631024 cm s21 and 44 Å s21, respectively!. The
small difference between the present results and those
tained by Linet al.4 could be explained according to the fa
that during the five hours simulations the crystal underg
small dimensional changes that were not taken into acco
in their model.

III. RESULTS

Hen egg white lysozyme is used as model protein, be
a well-characterized molecule (Sc58.63103, see Table I for
the properties and Ota`lora and Garcı`a-Ruiz19 for the depen-
dence of the solubility on salt concentration!. The precipitant
agent is NaCl.

TABLE I. Properties and operating conditions.

D lys @cm2 s21# 1026

DNaCl @cm2 s21# 1025

n @cm2 s21# 8.6331023

rC @g cm23# 1.2
b lys @g21 cm3# 0.3
bNaCl @g21 cm3# 0.6
rP @mg ml21# 820
l @Å s21# >10
do @2# 2
T @°C# 18
pH 4.5
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Crystal growth from supersaturated solutions proce
by the incorporation of growth units~atoms, molecules o
small aggregates! from the solution to the crystal surface
This incorporation produces a concentration depletion z
around the crystals. The size and shape of the depletion
are controlled by the coupled transport of the crystalliz
species in solution to the growing surface and the proce
allowing these species to be incorporated into the lattice
order to characterize these behaviors a nondimensiona
rameter~g! is introduced.

If attachment kinetics is the rate-limiting step in th
growth process,Ci5CB (CB bulk protein concentration! and
the local supersaturation will be approximately the bulk
persaturation. On the other hand, if the growth rate is limi
by transport~convective or diffusive! of solute to the growth
interface,Ci5S. These processes can be characterized~Pu-
seyet al.5! by use of the surface coefficientg defined as

g5
~CB2Ci !

~CB2S!
, ~23!

this coefficient is a measure of the relative importance
surface kinetics versus transport as the rate-limiting ste
the growth of crystals. For growth controlled by surface
neticsCi→CB andg→0; for a transport controlled proces
Ci>S andg→1.

Transport and surface kinetics processes can be con
ered competitive forg>0.3–0.5.

In order to discern the effect of convection with respe
to other effects, the simulations are carried out under p
diffusive transport regime and in presence of buoyan
forces.

Table II shows a grid refinement study carried out
ensure good resolution and grid-independence of the re
discussed in Secs. III A and III B~grid-independence is
achieved for a mesh of 3003100 points!.

A. Growth and mutual interference under diffusive
transport regime

In the present paragraph, the growth of two seeds
lysozyme under diffusive transport conditions is simulat
For the sake of simplicity~aim of the present paper is mere
to show the capabilities of the numerical method and how
can ‘‘capture’’ heretofore poorly understood physics and m
chanics of the problem under investigation! the initial shape
of the seeds is supposed to be quadrate and the kinetic
ficient is supposed to be the same for the different side

TABLE II. Grid refinement study~maximum growth rate and maximum
velocity as function of the number of grid points att54.03105 s, vertical
configuration!.

Grid umax @Å/s# Vmax3105 @cm/s#

100333 7.938 1.965
150350 9.241 2.124
200375 10.032 2.203
3003100 10.833 2.352
4003130 10.984 2.382
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the crystal~however the numerical method can handle co
plex shapes and anisotropic growth as shown in Sec. II A!.

The crystals~1 mm3 1 mm initial size! are supposed to
be fixed~e.g., by glue! to the pointsx51/3 andx52/3 of the
left wall of the reactor~10 mm high and 30 mm wide tes
cell! used for the growth process~see Fig. 1!. Growth is
obtained from a supersaturated solution withClys(o)56
31022 g cm23 and CNaCl(o)52.531022 g cm23 (s (o)

>6). The frontier of the domain is supposed to be imperm
able to protein and salt~therefore the salt concentration
constant!. According to the grid refinement study a me
3003100 is used.

As seeds grow from the solution, each crystal deple
the concentration of the growth units that are incorpora
into the crystal lattice producing a concentration-deple
zone around it. In this region, the solute concentrat
changes continuously from the concentration at the cry
face to the concentration in the bulk of the solution. T
concentration profile in the concentration-depleted zone v
ies with time as the crystal grows and is controlled by t
balance between the flow of growth units towards the cry
face and the rate of incorporation of these growth units i
the crystal lattice. The kinetics of incorporation at the crys
surface are linked to the bond configuration of the crysta
graphic structure as discussed in Sec. II A~for the present
case of isotropic growth, the kinetics of incorporation a
simply linked to the value of the kinetic coefficient and to t
supersaturation level!, while the flow towards the crystal fac
is highly dependent on the symmetry or deformation of
concentration pattern, which turn out to be crucial for t
overall crystal-growth process.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the growth reactor and of the relative position of prot
seeds~isothermal protein crystal growth system: crystals of initial dime
sions 1 mm3 1 mm fixed to the left wall of a 3 cmhigh and 1 cm wide
growth cell atx51/3 andx52/3, respectively;Clys(o)5631022 g cm23 and
CNaCl(o)52.531022 g cm23).
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of growing crystal
and concentration distribution unde
diffusive transport regime: ~a! t
53.63104 s, ~b! t55.43105 s, ~c! t
51.333106 s.
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Regarding this aspect, note that after an initial transi
behavior, the depletion zones for the two growing seeds
tersect and overlap~Fig. 2!. At this stage the growth dynam
ics of the two crystals cannot be considered independ
and mutual interference occurs. Both the crystals, in fa
absorb protein from the intermediate region@Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c!#. This leads to competition for growth and to
lower value of the protein concentration there. A mirror sy
metric behavior occurs, however, with respect tox51/2
due to the intrinsic symmetry of the system and absenc
convection.

According to the ‘‘double depletion’’ and conseque
limited availability of protein in the intermediate zone, th
crystals exhibit lower growth rates for the sides facing t
region ~Fig. 3!.

A further level of complication arises if the phenome
are described in detail from a ‘‘local’’ point of view: Th
simulations show that corners and edges of the crystal
more readily supplied with solute than the center of sid
~this leads to morphological instability and to a macrosco
depression around the center of the faces, see Fig. 4!. This is
due to the diffusive pattern of the protein concentration fi
around each crystal. As previously discussed, incorpora
of the solute into the crystal causes a local depletion in c
centration and a solutal concentration gradient to form
tween the bulk solution and the growth interface. T
‘‘steepness’’ of the gradient determines the rate of sol
transport to the growth interface, the steepness being m
mum around the corners. Superimposed on this is the
that a protuberance on the interface sees a higher super
ration and grows faster than a depression, which sees a lo
supersaturation. Note that the onset of morphological in
bilities and the existence of ‘‘depressions’’ around the cen
of the faces of growing crystals~shown by the present nu
merical results! has been often observed experimenta
~Monaco and Rosenberger2!. Figure 4 shows that the
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‘‘depth’’ of the face depressions~and therefore, the differ-
ence in gradient steepness between face corner and face
ter! is proportional to the size of the crystals.

As time passes, the face growth rates drop with incre
ing face size~correspondingly, in Fig. 5 the size of th
crystal tends to an asymptotic constant value!. This behavior
can be explained according to two effects:~a! The finite
volume of the test cell~the amount of solute protein
available for the growth of the solid phase is finite and d
creases as time passes!; ~b! as the size of the face increase
more solute should be added to maintain a given face gro
rate.

The growth curve has been fitted to power law~the ex-
ponent is 0.365!. The deviation from diffusion-controlled
growth, which would show a square-root dependence of
crystal size on time, illustrates the fact that even when dif
sive transport is ensured, no guarantee exists that the cr
will grow in the diffusion-controlled regime.

Sinceg>0.320.5 ~Fig. 6!, surface attachment kinetic
and mass transport in liquid phase can be considered c
petitive in limiting the growth rate for both the growing crys
tals. After a short initial transient, however,g decreases~Fig.
6!. This is due to diffusive transport that decreases in int
sity the concentration gradient between the crystals and
gions far from their surface; in ‘‘finite size’’ systems the rel
tive importance of mass transport in liquid phase w
respect to surface attachment kinetics decreases as
passes due to the decrease of available protein and re
gradients. This effect, of course, is enhanced if the simu
neous presence of different growing seeds is considered

Therefore, according to the present results the gro
regime depends at least on two factors: surface attachm
kinetics and competition for growth that occurs when seve
seeds share the same reactor.
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B. Growth and mutual interference under
microgravity conditions

Crystals of biological macromolecules are obtained
precipitation from supersaturated solutions and for this r
son crystallization can be influenced by gravity. Concen
tion ~density! gradients exist in the crystallizing solutions~as
an intrinsic consequence of the crystal-growth process!. The
growth process, in fact, depletes of protein the liquid s
rounding the growing crystal; the related concentration g
dient implies a density gradient that, in presence of grav
induces buoyancy driven convective flow. These phenom
occur also during experiments in space. In fact, the resid
gravity estimated on board the space-shuttle and the Inte
tional Space Station~ISS! is not zero, but typically of the
order of 1025 of earth gravity. Therefore these effects ha
to be evaluated under microgravity conditions, in order
properly prepare and interpret the results of crystal gro
experiments in space.

FIG. 3. Face growth rates versus time:~a! Lower crystal;~b! upper crystal.
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If the presence of convection (g51024 go→Ra55.5
3106) is taken into account for the same experiment inv
tigated in Sec. III A, a flow field is driven by the densit
gradient around the growing crystals. Since isothermal c
ditions are assumed throughout the growth process, o
compositional nonuniformities, that evolve in the solutio
due to the crystallization process, act as source for buoya
driven convection.

Note that two different cases are considered: Residug
parallel to thex axis ~vertical configuration! and parallel to
they axis ~horizontal configuration!. Both situations give in-
sight into the effect of steady residual accelerations on
phenomena under investigation.

First the attention is focused on the vertical configu
tion, then the horizontal condition is discussed and compa
with the vertical one.

Figure 7 show the results for the first case~vertical con-
figuration!. The flow field modifies the protein distributio
around the seeds leading to a nonsymmetrical concentra
pattern. The mirror symmetry with respect to the midpla
x51/2 is broken. For each crystal, one recognizes the w
known convective flow pattern for solution growth with
rising ‘‘plume’’ above the seed.

The structure of the convective field is very complex. A
time passes, the vortex shrinks. The contraction is stri
related to the behavior of the crystals that puff out due
growth.

Note that the rising plume created by the lower seed l
against the bottom side of the upper seed@Figs. 7~a! and
7~b!#. This phenomenon turns out to be crucial for the over
crystal-growth process. In fact the plume induces a u
formly impoverished region close to the surface of the up
crystal. For this reason the protein concentration gradie
causing its growth are weakened and correspondingly
growth rate is reduced.

In order to understand the effect of convection on t
system, however, it is necessary to distinguish the deta

FIG. 4. Growth habit analysis: Diffusive regime, snapshots of the cry
shape versus time~lower crystal,Dt53.63104 s!.
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description of the lower crystal behavior from the upper o
Figure 7 show that the increase of volume of the low

crystal is more pronounced for the bottom side than for
top side. Figure 3~a! shows in detail how the convectio
effect results in a higher local growth rate near the surf
where the flow is incoming and in a lower local growth ra
near the surface where the flow is outgoing. This behav
can be explained according to two different effects.

Due to the convective structure of the flow pattern,
fact, liquid is transported towards the lower face of the cr
tal and in opposite direction around the upper face. Acco
ing to this behavior, liquid regions~bulk! where the amoun
of protein available in liquid phase is still large are tran
ported towards the bottom side of the crystal. This increa
the growth rate there~a large amount of protein in solut
phase is available for crystal growth!. On the other hand, du
to the outgoing flow, the depletion zone close to the up
face is distorted and elongated towards the top of the test

FIG. 5. Average size~along x! of the growing seeds versus time~under
diffusive and convective transport regime!.

FIG. 6. Plot ofg versus time~nondimensional parameter taking into accou
the relative importance of surface attachment kinetics and mass transp
liquid phase!.
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~‘‘plume’’ !. This leads to a decrease of the concentration g
dient~the depletion layer becomes thinner with respect to
bottom side of the crystal! and hence to a decrease of th
mass exchange flux between solid and liquid phase. T
explains the occurrence of a higher value of the growth r
on the bottom face of the lower crystal.

For the upper crystal the increase of size and the f
growth rates do not show significant difference for the t
and bottom sides@Figs. 3~b! and 7#. This occurs since in this
case the incoming flow~rising plume of the lower seed! car-
ries already impoverished liquid. The crystal is bounded
its own plume by one side and by the plume of the low
crystal by the other side. The available protein in liqu
phase is small regardless the flow is incoming or outgoi
This, on the other hand, explains why the size of the low
crystal tends to be larger than that of the upper one~Figs. 5
and 7! and why face depressions do not occur for the lat
The upper seed, in fact, is embedded in a largely deple
liquid zone where the protein concentration is almost c
stant and the gradients are weakened; this prevents the o
of morphological instabilities.

Note that since transport of protein in liquid phase
dominated by convection, protein diffusion in the streamw
direction can be considered negligible. Thus there is
propagation of information in the upstream direction. Hen
the lower crystal is not influenced directly by the upper cry
tal. Influence by the upper seed merely occurs via the re
flow and via the total decrease of protein in liquid phase d
to the simultaneous growth of two seeds in the same rea

Figure 3 shows that, during the first part of the grow
process, the face growth rates of both the crystals under
effect of convection are considerably higher than under
fusive conditions. The growth rates decrease with increas
growth time and crystal size~the decrease being more rap
in the diffusion-dominated case!. This is due to the effects
already pointed out for the case of absence of convectio

The growth rate under the effect of convection is loca
above the corresponding one obtained under diffusive reg
since convection enhances mass transport in the bulk
increasing the rate of incorporation of the solute into t
seeds.

Further to these effects one must keep in mind that th
is an effect related to the fact that the magnitude of the fl
is directly proportional to the size of the face upon which
is being generated. Thus, as crystals grow, solutal grad
driven flows can become a major factor for the growth rat

As time passes, however, an inversion occurs in the
havior described above~Fig. 3!. The growth rates under dif
fusive regime become higher than the convective ones. T
behavior is strictly related to the ‘‘finite’’ amount of protei
available for the crystal growth~i.e., the ‘‘finite’’ reactor
size!. At the beginning the convective growth rate is locat
above the diffusive one since solute protein is transpor
towards the crystal surface more rapidly with respect to
pure diffusive situation~convective motion causes fluxes
the bulk of the solution that exceed the mere diffusive one!.
Due to this effect, however, the effect of the finite cell size
enhanced.

In the case of reactors having an infinite size, the c
t in
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FIG. 7. Snapshots of growing crystals
concentration distribution and velocity
field under microgravity conditions
(g51024 go!: ~a! t54.83104 s, ~b!
t59.63104 s, ~c! t51.443105 s, ~d!
t53.043105 s, ~e! t54.643105 s, ~f!
t56.243105 s, ~g! t51.03106 s, ~h!
t51.53106 s ~level 1→2.831022

g cm23, level 50→631022 g cm23,
Dc56.431024 g cm23).
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vective growth rates would be always located above the
fusive ones during the crystal growth process. However
the initial amount of protein available for the growth is finit
this does not happen. This explains why after an initial tr
sient time the diffusive growth rate becomes higher than
convective one and at the same time could explain so
contradictory results in literature. Ota`lora et al.20 found a
decrease of the growth rates under the effect of convect
this result is in contrast with the generalized idea that c
vection enhances mass transport in liquid phase increa
the growth rate. According to the present results, this co
terintuitive behavior could be explained by the finite size
their reactor. Figure 6 clearly shows~as expected! that the
parameterg for the case of convection is located below t
corresponding one obtained in the case of diffusive con
tions; in fact convection reduces the time required to tra
port available protein from far regions towards the crys
f-
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e
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-
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surface and this decreases the relative importance of m
transport with respect to surface attachment kinetics in l
iting the growth rate. Note that the time-evolution ofg under
convective effects exhibits a different behavior for each s
according to its own different growth history. The role
incorporation kinetics in limiting the growth rate tends to
more important for the lower seed during the first part of t
growth process and for the upper seed later.

This clearly demonstrates that, in the case of simu
neous growth of different seeds, the relative importance
mass transport in liquid phase and attachment kinetics d
not behave as a ‘‘fixed’’ parameter and that different cryst
lization conditions may occur in a same reactor during
crystallization process due to mutual interference and co
plex convective effects.

Figure 8 show the results obtained in the case of h
zontal configuration. As for the vertical condition, at the b
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ginning one recognizes the well-known convective flow p
tern with a rising plume above the seeds. Because of
geometrical constraints the rising liquid has to turn to flo
along the side walls. The resulting two main vortices ha
symmetric form but rotate in the opposite direction, i.e.,
flow is symmetric by reflection about the midplanex51/2.

After 4.63105 s @see Fig. 8~c!#, the solutal plumes in the
left and right halves of the reactor merge giving rise to
single plume located atx51/2. For a further increase of th
time, the simulations show that, further to morphological
stabilities of the crystals~due to nonuniform transport o
nutrients in the feeding solution! a true fluid-dynamic insta-
bility of the convective field appears. This instability leads
nonsymmetric patterns with respect to the midplane. I
steady in nature~stationary bifurcation! since the dynamic
process of symmetry breaking is not associated with any
cillatory behavior. Prior to the onset of the bifurcation, t
two vortices are one the mirror image of the other. After t
transition, the flow is no longer symmetric by reflection wi

FIG. 8. Snapshots of growing crystals, concentration distribution and ve
ity field under microgravity conditions (g51024 go, horizontal configura-
tion!: ~a! t51.283105 s, ~b! t53.23105 s, ~c! t54.643105 s, ~d! t
56.883105 s, ~e! t59.923105 s ~level 1→2.831022 g cm23, level 50
→631022 g cm23, Dc56.431024 g cm23).
-
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e
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respect tox5L/2 though the geometrical configuration an
the applied external forces are symmetric@Figs. 8~d! and
8~e!#. This behavior shows the ‘‘high sensitivity’’ of the
growth process~and associated fluid-mechanics! to small
asymmetries of the boundary conditions and/or to the on
of fluid-dynamic instabilities. These very interesting aspe
would require further investigation and could be at the b
of forthcoming analyses.

Figure 5 shows that the size of the crystals in the cas
horizontal configuration lies~as expected! between the size
of the upper and lower crystals yielded for the case of ve
cal configuration.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A novel volume of fraction method specifically designe
for the case of macromolecular~protein! growth has been
introduced. This method, that eliminates the need for se
rate equations in each phase, by establishing conserva
equations which are universally valid, allows a fixed-gr
solution to be undertaken and is therefore able to utilize s
dard solution procedures for the fluid flow and species eq
tions directly, without resorting to mathematical manipu
tions and transformations~this feature, on the other hand
facilitates a parallel implementation of the code based o
grid partition strategy!.

In the OCGVOF method, the ‘‘phase field’’f is com-
puted using incorporation kinetics at the surface of the cr
tal. These conditions are coupled to the exchange mass
at the interface and lead to the introduction of a group
differential equations for the protein concentration at t
crystal surface and the evolution of the solid mass displa
ment. The growth velocity is not directly imposed but it r
sults from internal conditions related to solute transport.

The case of simultaneous growth of two protein see
has been investigated.

The analysis of the distribution of the local growth ra
along the sides of the crystals has been carried out. The
growth rates have been found to depend on the comp
multicellular structure of the convective field and to be no
uniform across the crystal face~growth rate always lower a
the center than at the corner!. The effect of convection on the
macroscopic growth rate has been proved to be nontrivia
is strictly coupled to the interplay between crystal grow
and associated ‘‘pluming phenomena’’ and to the ‘‘finite
size of the reactor. Under residual gravity and for the case
vertical configuration, the crystals interact mainly via the
fluence of the solutal plume of the lower seed on the up
seed. The rising fluid coming from the lower crystal wra
around the upper crystal and has a major role in determin
the concentration distribution on its surface. The protein c
centration gradients are weakened and for this reason
upper seed exhibits low values of the growth rate and
onset of morphological instabilities is prevented for th
seed.

In the case of horizontal configuration the crystals int
act via the competition for growth in the intermediate regio
Moreover a very interesting behavior arises. The convec
field can undergo a transition to a nonsymmetric flow p

c-
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tern. Typical flow configuration obtained prior to the onset
the instability consists of two separate mirror vortices in
left and right half of the reactor with opposite senses of
tation. The bifurcation causes an asymmetry in the struc
of the two rolls.

From a global point of view, for both cases~vertical and
horizontal configurations! convection enhances mass tran
port in liquid phase thus increasing the rate of incorporat
~growth rate! of the solute into the crystal, but at the sam
time, it can lead to a more rapid decrease of the finite amo
of protein available in solute phase and thus to a decreas
the macroscopic growth rate. The role of the changes in
size of the crystallization seeds in determining the inten
of the convective field~the magnitude of the flow, in fact, i
directly proportional to the size of the face upon which it
being generated! and its structure~the increasing size of the
crystals leads to a confinement of the convective field! has
been pointed out.

For the first time the relative importance of surface
tachment kinetics and mass transport in liquid phase
been discussed through the computation of the ‘‘quant
tive’’ parameterg. This parameter is decreased by the eff
of convection and its time-evolution exhibits a different b
havior for each seed according to its own different grow
history. This clearly demonstrates that, in the case of sim
taneous growth of different seeds, the relative importanc
mass transport in liquid phase and attachment kinetics d
not behave as a ‘‘fixed’’ parameter and that different crys
lization conditions may occur in a same reactor due to m
tual interference and complex convective effects.

A powerful mathematical tool~OCGVOF! and some in-
formation heretofore poorly understood by organic cryst
growers have been made available for the scientific com
nity to help the investigators to discern the interrelatio
among the various parameters under one’s control~that are
not independent of one another! and to elaborate rationa
guidelines relating to physical factors that can increase
probability of success in crystallizing protein substanc
Further investigation is needed for parametric analyses of
effects described above, for more detailed investigation
the morphological~crystal! and fluid-dynamic~convective
field! instabilities~and possible coupling and mutual intera
tion among them! and for extension to three-dimension
configurations~in this case massively parallel supercalcu
would be necessary!.
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